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BonBon Day & the History of the Animal Wellness Collection
We love our work with animals. It gives us great joy. From the beginning of Green
Hope Farm, we’ve worked with many animals in many situations. Early on, we made
several combination mixes for animals including Flee Free and Animal Emergency Care,
but generally we sent out individual Flower Essences for each animal after discussing the
issues with each animal caretaker. This was a cumbersome system but also taught us
much about the strengths of many Flower Essences.
One day an animal practitioner who worked with our Flower Essences asked us to create
a collection for the animals. We had been particularly busy that day so I said to this
Green Hope friend, “That’s a great idea, but I don’t know when we will be able to work
on this. We aren’t exactly sitting around eating bonbons.” No sooner had I hung up the
phone than a friend of one of my children walked in with an enormous box of chocolates
for us.
Okay, so we WERE eating bonbons.
This synchronicity had the Angels’ fingerprints all over it. As I ate my first truffle I said
to the Angels, “If you want me to make this collection, you need to send another full time
staff person!” The phone immediately rang and the woman on the line said, “The Angels
just asked me to call and tell you that I am looking for work and would like to come to
work at the farm.”
I was on my third truffle when I started to write down the list of combinations the
Angels wanted us to create. After many intensive conversations with the Angels about
these mixes, the collection of twenty-two remedies was born. I look back on bonbon day
with joy and gratitude. I am so glad to have this amazing collection to offer you. It has
such incredible depths and strengths. Each mix has revealed itself as much more versatile
and complex in its gifts than originally anticipated. As noted before, each has proven to
be deeply healing for animals and people.
In keeping with the Green Hope Angel’s favorite expression of, “Dogs but no dogma”,
please use any combination of these Flower Essences for any situation you are prompted
to use them for and with any creature you want, yourself included!
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If you would like one or more free hard copies of our Animal Wellness Collection
brochure describing this collection and how to use it, let us know. For the convenience of
animal care practices and stores, two versions of the brochure are offered: one with our
ordering information and one without our ordering information.
I salute the people and Angels who encouraged us to create this collection and Mehera
Irani whose great love for animals inspires us daily.

